


Departures are more impactful from a noise perspective. 
 
The staff communication does not discuss departures, which are what is most
impactful to residents. Especially because planes depart Pearson heading east then
due to u-turns south or north over Vaughan, few appear to continue east. The u-turn
creates more noise that hangs (last longer) and rumbles in the air (roll back noise). I
have asked the GTAA Noise Management Office and NavCan when the departure
flight path was approved that allowed u-turns over my house sometimes as frequently
as 1/m for hours on end. I am yet to receive a response and have been waiting for
months. 
 
Respectfully, staff have failed to understand the issues of why residents are
complaining, why we are seeing increased traffic volumes and understand the
difference in impacts of departures vs. arrivals. 
 
While I am thankful for the availability of so much data by the GTAA, I am frustrated
by its presentation, which I often find misleading, painting a picture that is less
impactful than the reality for residents. I am frustrated by the absence of response
from NavCan on the flight path and that no one is yet to provide me any documented
flight path that approves non-stop planes doing u-turns over and in the vicinity of my
house, my children's school. I am frustrated that Pearson allows themselves to be
perceived as having reduced nighttime hours, yet still flies planes over my house just
as much as their 'preferred routes'. The reality is they do fly over homes at night
during restricted hours but they say they are 90% compliant b/c they are following
their new procedures - this is misleading. I am frustrated that there are no noise
monitors surrounding Highway 7 & Weston Rd, the vicinity thereabouts where planes
reach the permitted altitude to start turning. This area is affected by planes turning
south or north and Pearson continues to not acknowledge cumulative noise impacts
in this area. 
 
Vaughan Council needs to care about this b/c you are planning intensive
development (VMC, Weston & 7) that will conflict and make it more difficult for
Pearson to operate because you are putting residential along their departure flight
path or land use decision will force increased flights over low rise existing residential.
NavCan nor the GTAA has any authority to stop your land use decisions they are only
commenting agencies, Vaughan is the ultimate approval authority. 
 
Thank you, 
Irene Ford




